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In particular, we find that the equation can have finite spectral values, in fact the circle | X| = 1 can be a natural boundary for the resolvent kernel, and that it is not easy to describe a "natural" domain and range for the operator in terms of the usual classes of functions.
Consider the Volterra type integral equation for complex valued functions of a real variable given by (1) <b = a + Xk * <b, where (2) kit) = 0/7r1/2)r3'2 expOV/4 + i/t) and * denotes the convolution, f*g= f fit -s)gis) ds. By integration by parts We must yet show that <b defined by (4) is continuous and that (1) Xk* <j> = Xk* a + Xk* (^2 X" kn * a) = 22 X"£» * a = -a + <b so that (4) is a solution of (1). Using (6), it is not difficult to show that, for |x| <1, (4) can be written (7) <p = a + I P(X; t -s)a(s) ds, Jo + I exp I--J -(* -sy2a(s) ds -3(t -s)*'2a'(s) ds+(ts)*'2 da'(*)l| .
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain | kn * a\ gBn~% where B is independent of n and t. Thus the series (4) converges uniformly and absolutely so that the conclusions follow exactly as in Theorem 1.
